
Attention grade 4 teachers . . .

Overarching inquiry question
Why are early societies worth learning about?

Overarching critical challenge
Create an engaging and persuasive presentation to convince an audience 
that early societies are worth learning about.

Available now for purchase
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Ontario social studies grade 4 strand A
Early Societies

tc2.ca/inquiry-pacs/ontario/social_studies_4a

Inquiry-pacs are all-inclusive, downloadable online resources designed to provide teachers with 
everything needed to implement the new Ontario social studies program. Like all Inquiry-pacs, 
the package for grade 4 strand A uses a “cascading challenge” approach. The unit launches with 
a provocative overarching inquiry question, from which flow two key inquiry topics or “lines of 
inquiry.” Thirteen detailed lessons and accompanying materials support students in building and 
refining their understanding of key curriculum concepts as they develop a meaningful response to 
the overarching question.

LINE OF INQUIRY #1
Analyzing similarities and differences

Inquiry question
How similar and different was life in early societies from the way we live 
today?

Critical challenge
Select five similarities and differences between long ago and present-day 
that are most worth learning about.

Samples of the six lesson titles and critical challenges 

Lesson 1.1 Recognizing similarities and differences
Select a similarity or difference between early societies and present-day that 
is worth learning about.

Lesson 1.4 Ranking social groups
Rank various social groups within early and present-day society according to 
their power and wealth.

Lesson 1. 5 Examining conflict and cooperation
Decide whether conflict and cooperation were mostly similar or mostly 
different to the conflict and cooperation of present-day.

For a full list of lesson titles and critical challenges, download the unit synopsis at:

Unit synopsis

Teaching notes

PowerPoint lesson slides



PRICING 
Non-Partner Partner & Individual member

Initial year license $150 $120

Annual renewal and content up-grade $15 $12

Individual licenses may be purchased online at tc2.ca/shop
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Multiple license discounts
10% off for orders of 10-99 licenses
20% off for orders of over 100 licenses

Contact us at mail@tc2 or 604-639-6325 for        
multiple license orders.

Additional images and documents

Activity and instruction sheets

Briefing sheets

Ontario social studies grade 4 strand A
Early Societies

LINE OF INQUIRY #2
Investigating resourcefulness

Inquiry question
What are some of the most resourceful ways early societies used and dealt 
with their environment?

Critical challenge
Select and describe the three most resourceful ways early societies used and 
dealt with their environments.

Samples of the five lesson titles and critical challenges 

Lesson 2.3: Identifying physical features and natural processes
Identify the physical features and natural processes within a selected early 
society. 

Lesson 2.4: Recognizing environmental challenges and opportunities
Select three significant challenges or opportunities presented by the natural 
environment in a selected early society. 

Lesson 2.5: Selecting examples of resourcefulness
Select and describe the three most resourceful ways early societies used and 
dealt with their environments.

UNIT FINALE
Creating the presentation

Create an engaging and persuasive presentation to convince an audience 
that early societies are worth learning about.

For sample lessons and complete lists of lesson titles 
and critical challenges go to:

tc2.ca/inquiry-pacs/ontario/social_studies_4a


